Student Assistant Position in Supply Chain Management (SCM) (m/f/d)

Prof. Dr. David Wuttke and his team are looking for two Student Assistants starting at the earliest date possible. You will actively support us in conducting research and experiments related to Augmented and Virtual Reality. As a student assistant, you will be part of our vibrant team located at our Heilbronn Campus (www.mgt.tum.de/prof-wuttke). Working hours are flexible and can be between 20 and 40 hours per month. The position is initially limited until March 31, 2024, but the option for an extension is given. Longer-term cooperation is desired.

We offer…

- Multifaceted tasks and active engagement in research,
- flexible working hours which you can align with your ongoing studies,
- the possibility to work from either Heilbronn or Munich Campus,
- learning opportunities (supply chain management, behavioral operations, AR and VR), and
- the chance to gain insights into research during your studies.

We are looking for team players who…

- are currently enrolled,
- are fluent in German (C1 or above) and English (C1 or above). (Reason: many study participants are only German-speaking),
- are available to travel in the region and preferably hold a driving license,
- have a basic understanding of how augmented reality and virtual reality technology works,
- are keen to learn or preferably have a first experience in video production and video editing,
- are interested in getting things done, and
- can solve tasks independently.

Tasks (among others) include…

- recording 360 video,
- engaging people in experiments,
- support in preparing VR/AR devices,
- analyzing data.

Application

Please send your application (including CV, short motivational letter, and a current transcript of records) via e-mail to office.cdt@mgt.tum.de, quoting the subject “Student Assistant SCM”. For
further information regarding this job offer, please contact Charlotte Koch (charlotte.koch@tum.de). The application deadline is (midnight on) September 3, 2023.

TUM strives to raise the proportion of women in its workforce and explicitly encourages applications from qualified women. Applications from disabled persons with essentially the same qualifications will be given preference.

Being one of the best schools of management in Germany, the TUM School of Management is building a unique bridge between management and technology within an international teaching and learning environment. With our triple accreditation (AMBA, AACSB, and EQUIS), our focus is on high quality in research and education. Our Heilbronn Campus, where this position will be located, is shaped by great opportunities and flexibility that foster an international environment.

**Data Protection**

As part of your application, you provide personal data to the Technical University of Munich (TUM). Please view our privacy policy on collecting and processing personal data in the course of the application process pursuant to Art. 13 of the General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union (GDPR) at https://portal.mytum.de/kompass/datenschutz/Bewerbung. By submitting your application, you confirm to have read and understood the data protection information provided by TUM.